Vowel Sounds
long vowel sounds word lists - make take & teach - long vowel sounds - a word list a make, take & teach
a _ e acorn apron alien agent basic data baby lady cable radio shaky paper label potato hazy maple table
tomato bake base cage cake came cane cape case cave date face fade fake fame gate gave hate lace lake
lane late made make male mane maze name pace page rake rate safe take tale tape vane how many vowel
sounds are there in english? - it is indeed true that there are five vowel letters in english, there are rather
more than five vowel sounds. the problem is that the roman alphabet only has five vowel letters, which is not
enough to represent all the vowel sounds of english, so all of the letters double up to represent more than one
sound. for example, consider the vowels of american english - uc irvine opencourseware - more. there’s
certainly not a one-to-one correspondence between letters and sounds, and english has many more vowel
sounds than vowel letters. for most speakers of american english, there are 14 vowel sounds, or 15 if we
include the vowel-like sound in words like bird and her. the phonemic symbols for the vowels are shown in the
table below. lesson plans lesson 1 | short vowels lesson 1 - sure to separate initial instruction in the
sounds of e and i to avoid confusion. teacher: let’s learn the short vowel sounds. remember that the vowels are
a, e, i, o, and u. it is important to learn vowel sounds because, in english, every word has at least one vowel. to
become good readers, you need to know what sounds vowels make. welcome to the color vowel chart american english - understanding the color vowel chart get to know each color vowel each color in the color
vowel chart represents a single vowel sound. each sound has a color name and a key word. for example, green
is the color name, and tea is the key wordeen represents the vowel sound you hear in both of those words: /i/.
short vowels in cvc words printables - i hope you enjoy using these short vowel activitieswhich contain
simple cvc words. encourage children to say the individual sounds of each of word (oral segmenting)r example
cat is /c/ /a/ /t/. it helps to place one finger on your chin as you say each sound, starting with your thumb
followed by your second and third finger. l. included in ... super phonics 2 - essential skills - worksheet super phonics level 2 short vowels - match the sounds essentialskills 1.800.753.3727 circle the words in each
row that make the same vowel sound as the ﬁrst word. shop tug rock strap fox cloth dress dish frog nut drum
stump match rat dress cloth club stamp
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